
From early adopters of new technology in field of Under class 10th education and 10 to 12th Education. Plutus Academy has helped 
large number of students during their career. May it be for UPSC and Banking exams or Online tuition for class 6 to 12th. 
Video courses for class 6 to 12th constitutes Syllabus wise topics with about 300-500 Video lectures for each class, Sample Papers , 
Quiz , Sample Papers with solutions , Previous year question papers of board exam (applicable for class 10th and 12th)
Teaching of subjects according to Marking scheme and Blue print of CBSE.
We offer these courses in two variants 

1. Online
2. Pen drive

Online module is accessible through INTERNET where as Pen-drive module is accessible without Internet. In both these modules you 
also get to access doubt clearing classes conducted Online on every week end. Students also get a panel to ask question and eminent 
faculties reply them through that.



DANCE (BHARATANATYAM) CODE-057 

SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER 

CLASS XII (2017-18) 

One Theory Paper– 3 hrs. TotalMarks – 30 

General instructions: 

 Please write down the serial number of the question before attempting it.

1. Describe in brief the history and repertoire of Kuchipudi.  Mention two items from the repertoire

that are similar in name in the Bharatanatyam recital.       4+1

2. Give a brief account of the life history and the contribution of one of the following: 5 

a. Rukmini Devi Arundale

b. Tanjore Quartet

3. Which chapter of the Abhinaya Darpan deal with gestures of the hand and feet?  Name the slokas

relating to pre-performance preparation.       2+3

4. Give short notes on the following: 2½ + 2½  

a. Lokadharmi and Natyadharmi

b. Sancharibhava and Sthayibhava

5. Write the definitions of the following: 1+1+1+1+1 

a. Korvai

b. Shollu

c. Jaati

d. Taalanga

e. Arangetram

6. Write a korvai of two avartanam in Aditalam using adavu syllables. 5 
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